Water Heater Installer Wins Solid Reviews
From Home Advisor Users
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Water Heaters Now!, a hot water heater installation company based in Minneapolis MN, is pleased to
announce they have received great reviews from Home Advisor users. The company, located at 6432
Penn Ave S, is very happy to provide their services to commercial and residential customers in the
Minneapolis St Paul Metro Area.
The Home Advisor reviews for Water Heaters Now! show that customers really like the water heater
installer's services. The company offers different types of water heaters to their customers. These
include atmospheric vent, power vent, and electric water heaters. They offer brands like Navien,
Bradford White, and Rheem. And they are a member of the Plumbing-Heating-Cooling-Contractors
Association. Customers who want to know more about having one installed can call (612) 876-5553.
Home Advisor has plenty of good reviews on the firm's services. Mike R. in Minneapolis, MN gave a 5star rating and said, "They were very efficient and priced very competitively. Jake was very polite and
professional." It seems that customers like Mike really value their services. Further proof of this can
be found in the 5-star review given by Casey M. in Bloomington, MN. She said, "These guys were
great. Same day install, very informative, polite, thorough, answered all my questions. Everything was
great. I would totally recommend them."
Hot water heaters are typically used for cooking, cleaning, bathing, and space heating. It is hard to
imagine life without access to hot water. Without hot water, people would be stuck using natural
resources such as fire and hot springs. It wasn't until 1970 that the tankless hot water heater was
introduced. The heated circulation system came along in 1990 which provided pre-heated water
circulated throughout the home. And in this modern age, no one enjoys heating water on the stove
just to take a bath.
There are fewer things in life better than coming home to a hot shower after a tough day. People want
to be sure that even after they finish their shower, there will still be hot water available for doing those
loads of laundry and the dishes that pile up in the sink. In the kitchen, cooking everything from rice
pilaf to a bowl of oatmeal requires hot water. And if people have either a dishwasher or a washer and
dryer, chances are, they'll want the hot water tank to be reliable and consistently provide hot water.
Owner and Master Plumber Ray Snesrud says, "Hot water heaters are used for essential tasks like
dish-washing, laundry, and showering." He has been plumbing in the twin cities as Royal Plumbing for
10 years. He goes on to say, "I have noticed that there are hundreds of plumbing companies who do
thousands of plumbing types of repairs. I have had dozens of employees over the last 10 years, and I
have found it very difficult to hire technicians who will respect people and their homes the way they
deserve. One day five years ago, it occurred to me that if we only install and repair hot water heaters,
we could become the leading experts at doing one thing."
The company notes that they will replace the hot water heater the same day if the customer calls

them by 2 pm Monday through Friday. If they cannot get it done that day they will give the customer a
$50 gift card through their Water Heaters Now Guarantee. Customers can even use the $50 for a
discount. They go on to say that tankless heaters require an additional day. All of their technicians
have a minimum of 5 years experience installing and servicing hot water heaters and other plumbing
related work.
The business offers a warranty of 6 years on the tank and 3 years parts and labor. A 10-year warranty
is also available upon request. They will match any written competitor's offer on the same equipment
and warranty plus give a $50 VISA gift card upon installation. Removal and recycling services are
included with the installation or replacement of a water heater.
Getting a quote for service is quick and easy. Just go to their website or call them at (612) 876-5553.
On the website just go to the Get a Quote page and fill in and submit the form. They will respond in 15
minutes. It's that simple. It's never been easier to get a quote for a new or a replacement water heater.
Those who would like more information about the company and the services they offer can visit their
website. They can also contact the office in Minneapolis, MN.
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